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Abstract 
It is proved that, if D is a k-arc-connected digraph, then (i) for any k distinct arcsf~ = xiy~, 
i=1 . . . . .  k, O -  {fi . . . . .  fk} contains k arc-disjoint spanning arborescences T1 . . . . .  Tk such 
that Ti is rooted at yl for each i, and (ii) for any k triples (xl,f~, Ya) . . . . .  (xk,fk, Yk), where 
xt,  ... ,Xk,y~, ... ,Yk e V(D) (not necessarily distinct) and f~, ... ,fk are distinct arcs with 
fi • E + (xl), i = 1 . . . . .  k (resp.J~ e E-  (Yi), i = 1 . . . . .  k), there exist in D k arc-distinct xl - yi paths 
P~ such that f /s  E(Pi), i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
1. Introduction 
In 1927, Menger proved that a digraph D is k-arc-connected if and only if, for any 
nonempty sets X and Y of V(D), there exist in D k arc-disjoint paths from X to Y. 
Since then, many generalizations of Menger's theorem have been developed. For 
instance, Mader and Shiloach obtained independently the following theorem. 
Theorem A (Mader [4] and Shiloach [5]). A digraph D is k-arc-connected if  and only 
if, for any k vertex pairs {x l ,y l}  . . . . .  {Xk,Yk}, there exist in D k arc-disjoint paths 
P1 . . . . .  Pk such that Pi is a path f rom xi to yi for  each i. 
The purpose of this note is to prove two necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a digraph to be k-arc-connected. We first need some notation and definitions. 
All digraphs (directed graphs) in this note are finite in which multiple arcs are 
allowed but not loops. Let D be a digraph. Then the vertex set and the arc set of D are 
denoted by V(D) and by E(D), respectively. An arc f with tail at u and with head at v is 
denoted by uv. Let X,  Y c V(D). Then E(X ,  Y; D) denotes the set of arcs with tails in 
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X and heads in Y. Set d(X, Y; D):= [E(X, Y; D)[. Let E + (X; D) = E(X,  V(D) - X; D), 
E -  (X; D) = E(V (O) - X,  X; D) and E(X; D) = E -  (X; D)u  E + (X; D). Then d-(X; D) = 
I E -  (X; D) I and d + (X; D) = I E + (X; D) I etc. {x} is simply denoted by x. So E (x; D) 
means E -  ({x}; D). The letter D will be omitted if it is clear from the context. Paths and 
cycles in a digraph are understood to be directed. So an x - y path is a directed path 
from x to y and if y = x then it is actually a cycle containing x. A path or a cycle may 
pass a vertex more than once but can pass an arc at most once. A digraph T is called 
an arborescence rooted at r (r ~ V (T)) if it is a tree such that every vertex except r has 
in-degree 1; namely, d-(v; T)  = 1 for every v ~ V(T)  -- r. The following theorem was 
proved by Edmonds. 
Theorem B (Edmonds [2]). Let D be a digraph with a specified vertex r. Then there 
exist in D k arc-disjoint spanning arborescences rooted at r if  and only i f  d - (W)  >1 k for 
each nonempty set W ~_ V (D) - r. 
2. Main results 
Theorem 1. Let  D be a digraph with at least k arcs. Then D is k-arc-connected i f  and 
only if, for  any k distinct arcs fi  = xiYi, i = 1 . . . .  , k, D - { f l ,  ... ,fg} contains k arc- 
disjoint spanning arborescences Ti, . . . ,  Tk such that T~ is rooted at yg for each i. 
Proof. Necessity: Let D be k-arc-connected. Let Do = D - {fl . . . . .  fk}. Add a new 
vertex r and k arcs rye, . . . ,  ryk to Do. Let the resulting digraph be denoted by D'. 
Claim 1. d-  (W; D') >~ k for  each nonempty set W ~_ V (D). 
The proof of Claim 1 is simple and so is left to the reader. 
Now by Claim 1 and by Theorem B, there exist in D'  k arc-disjoint spanning 
! t t arborescences T 1 . . . . .  T k rooted at r. Assume ry ieE(Tg) ,  i=1  . . . .  ,k. Let 
Tg = T[ - r, i --- 1 . . . . .  k. Then T1, . . . ,  TR are k arc-disjoint spanning arborescences 
of D such that Ti is rooted at yg for each i. 
Sufficiency: Assume that, for any k distinct arcs f~= xgyg, i = 1, ... ,k,  
D -- { f l ,  ... , f ,} contains k arc-disjoint spanning arborescences T1, . . . ,  Tk such that 
Tg is rooted at yg for each i. There is nothing to prove if I V(D)I = 1. So assume 
I V(D)[ = n > 1. Clearly IE(D)I/> 2k (since D - {f l ,  ... ,fk} contains at least k(n - 1) 
arcs). 
Claim 2. d-(v; D) >>. k for every vertex v of  D. 
Suppose d- (v ;D)= l<  k. Let f l  . . . . .  fk be k arcs not in E-(v;D) .  Then 
D - {fx, .-- ,fk} contains k arc-disjoint spanning arborescences TI,  . . . ,  T, such that 
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none of these arborescences is rooted at v. Hence d-  (v; T~) = 1 for each i. It follows 
that l = d-  (v; D) >~ Y~= 1 d (v; Ti) = k, a contradiction. Claim 2 is proved. 
Now, for any two vertices x and y of D, and for k arcs x~y, i = t, 2, . . . ,  k (such arcs 
do exist by Claim 2), D-  (x~y . . . .  ,Xky) contains k arc-disjoint spanning arbore- 
scences rooted at y by the condition of the theorem. It follows that D contains 
k arc-disjoint paths from y to x and so it is k-arc-connected. [] 
Theorem 2. Let  D be a k-arc-connected digraph. Then, for  any k triples 
(xa , f l ,  Yl), ... , (xa,fa, Yk), where Xl ,  ... , xk, Yl ,  ... , Yk ~ V (D) (not necessari ly distinct) 
and ./'1 . . . . .  J~ are distinct arcs with .~6E+(x i ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  k (resp. J lEE  (yi), 
i=  1 . . . . .  k), there exist  in D k arc-disjoint x i -Y i  paths Pi such that f i~  E(Pi), 
i=1  . . . . .  k. 
Proof. Note that d+(x ;D)>~k for all x~ V(D) since D is k-arc-connected. Let 
Do =- D - { f l  . . . .  ,fk} and letfi = x~zi, i = 1, ... , k. By Theorem 1, Do contains k arc- 
disjoint spanning arborescences T~ . . . . .  Tk such that T~ is rooted at z~ for each i. 
Hence, for each i, Ti contains an zi - y¢ path Pi. So P~ := Pi + fi is an xi - Yi path 
containing f/, i = 1 . . . .  , k. Therefore, P£, . . . ,  P~ are the desired arc-disjoint paths. [] 
Corollary 3. I f  D is a k-arc-connected igraph, then, Jbr any k distinct arcs J] , . .... J;,, 
there exist  in D k arc-disjoint cycles C1 . . . . .  Ck such that fi ~ E(Pi) for  each i. 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2 with the special case that 
yl = xi for every i. []  
3. Concluding remarks 
Clearly, the results given in this note are stronger than Theorem A. In [7], the 
present author has shown that, for any l distinct arcs fl . . . . .  ft of a k-arc-connected 
digraph D(l <~ k), there exist in D I arc-disjoint cycles C1 . . . . .  C~ such thatf~ ~ E(CI) for 
each i and such that D-  yti= 1E(C3 is (k - / ) -arc -connected.  So Corol lary 3 is the 
special case of this result with l = k. While Theorem 2 gives a positive answer for the 
special case l = k to the following conjecture posed in [6]. Let D be a k-arc-connected 
digraph and let l ~< k. If f l ,  -.. ,f~ are l distinct arcs of D, then there exist in D ~' 
arc-disjoint cycles Ci withf~ e E(Ci), i = 1 . . . . .  l, such that D - U[= ~ E(C~) is (k -/)-arc-. 
connected. For undirected graphs, Catlin in [1] proved that a graph G is 2k-edge.. 
connected if and only if G -  {el, . . . ,  ek} contains k edge-disjoint spanning trees; 
for any given k distinct edges e~, . . . ,  ek. Hence Theorem 1 may be regarded as the: 
counterpart of Catlin's result in digraphs. In Theorem 2, the conditionf~ e E + (x~) for 
all i, i = 1 . . . . .  k, is necessary. For example, let D be the digraph with V(D) = {x, y, z] 
and E(D) = {uvlu, v ~ V(D)} (i.e. D = K*3, the complete digraph of order 3). Obvi- 
ously, D is 2-arc-connected. Let Xl = x2 = x, Yl = Y2 = Y and let J] = xz, f2  = zy. It is 
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easy to check that there do not exist in D two arc-disjoint x - y paths Pt and P2 such 
that Pi containsf~, i = 1, 2. Finally, it should be noted that, according to the proof of 
Theorem 2, effective algorithms for arc-disjoint spanning arborescences in Theorem 
B can be applied to find required arc-disjoint paths in Theorem 2. There exist many 
such algorithms (e.g., [3, 5, 8]). 
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